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The Theory of Binaural Audition. 261 
copper od connected with the experimental rod, so that obser- 
vations of temperature may be taken in the hotter as well as 
in the cooler portions of the rod. 
.Errata in No. 42 (March 1879). 
2PaVO 
Page 207, equation after eq. (6),for ~ read ½Pa "° (log a)'. 
209, eq. (8'), for 247 read 274. 
Mr. Stocker, Physical Demonstrator in the Clarendon Laboratory~ 
Oxford, has been good enough to point out to me, in addition to the abovo 
errata, that the value of log a is more nearly "0077 than "0076, as I havo 
taken it, and that twice the reciprocal of this number, which in equation 
(7) is called 267~ is more nearly equal to 260. 
XLIL Tile Theory o/Binaural Audition. A Contribution to 
the Theory of Sound. By At~'ros STEI_~EAIISER. 
[Concluded from p. 197.] 
6. r~HE results developed in the preceding theory, how- 
AL ever, may be influenced by many circumstances--as, 
for example, by the conduction of sound through the earth or 
through the body, and particularly by the effect of reflexion. 
For if, in addition to the direct rays which produce the inten- 
sity il in one ear and i2 in the other, there reach the ear other 
indirect rays by reflexion from the ground, or walls &c., then 
the intensities with which the sound is perceived in the two 
ears become respectively (il+pl) and (i2+p2), where the in- 
crements of intensity pl and p: may evidently be to one another 
in any ratio whatever, according to the existing circumstances. 
Then from equation (2) we get 
(i l + p1) -  + 
tan a = ~ mn p, 
or 
(il--i2) 4-(pl--P~) tan tan = + i:) ¥ " " (3)  
Consequently the angle a is another one than that indicated 
either by the real direction of the source of sound, or by the 
projection of the direction of the sound-rays upon the plane of 
best hearing. 
The angle at which we estimate according to the sensations 
the position of the source of sound (regarded no longer as ne- 
cessarily in the plane of best hearing) approaches the moro 
nearly to the angle at which it is actually situated in propor- 
tion ~s p~ and p~ are simultaneously diminished, and coincides 
with itwhen pl=p2=O. This is almost attained in the caso 
of weak sounds; for then the effects of reflexion~ usually still 
weaker, are scarcely or not at all perceived. 
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262 Prof. A. Steinhauser on the Theory 
It is possible, for example, to conduct researches upon pure 
direct hearing, uncomplicated by effects of re flexion, by means 
of a watch removed to as groat a distance as is convenient and 
held by some person in any place he chooses, whilst the ob- 
server attempts with closed eyes to discover its direction by 
its ticking. Moreover the direct action of the sound will not 
be injuriously affected by effects due to reflexion, provided 
(i~ + p~): (i~ + p~) =i~ : i~; 
for then 
( i l+p1)  - (i~ +p~) _ ( i l - i~)  + (p l -p~)  _ ~1- i , ,  
(/1 + p~) + (i~ + p~) - (i~ + is) + (P1 + P~) - i~ + i~' 
and therefore, if we substitute in equation (3) the value thus 
found for 
( /5 - i2 )  + (p~-p~)  
(i~ + i3) + (p~ + p~)' 
we again obtain the equation 
f l  - 42 tan ~ = ~ tan/~, 
$i + ~2 
in which . indicates the direction in which the source of 
sound is actually situated. 
But from the proportion stated above we may deduce 
iii~ + i~p1 = iii2 + ilp~, 
or  
i~px = ilp2 ; 
therefore the proportion holds good, 
Pi : Pp=ii : i~. 
ttence the power of estimatint7 tl, e direction is not affected by 
the effects of reflemion, provided the increments of intensity 
thereby occasioned in the two ears are respectively proportional 
to the intensities produced by the sound directly. 
It will now be considered in the calculations which follow 
whether effects of reflexion produced by a single plane surface 
(say, for example, a vertical wall)can in oertain cases fulfil 
the conditions mentioned above--that is to say, whether a 
position of the wall can be discovered in whiehthe increments 
of intensity pi and P2 arising from reflexion are respectively 
proportional to the intensities directly produced. 
As in the previous figures, let A A z in figure 7 represent 
the line of sight, f1 and ]~ the effective surfaces of the pinna, 
each including with it the angle/3, a the angle included be- 
tween the line of sight and the direction of the rays of sound 
S, which impinge upon both the reflecting wall W and the two 
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of Binaural Audition. 263 
pinnm ; lastly, let the angles which the line of sight makes 
with the wall and with the reflected rays be respectively qb 
and ate.. 
We have, then, the following relations, amongst others~ 
between these quantities : - -  
~=¢+$, ,~=~-¢; 
also 
a = ~ + 2~,= tt~ + 2~--2(},  
and 
And, according to what has preceded, the ratio between the 
intensities produced by the direct action of the rays of sound 
when they make an angle tt with the line of sight is 
i1:i2 = m: n = (tan a + tan/3): (tan/3-- tan ~). 
Hence, further, it follows that by analogy the ratio between 
the intensities produced indirectly by reflexion, when the 
reflected rays of sound make the angle ~ with the line of sight, 
must be 
p~: p~ = (tan ~r + tan ~): (~n ~-  t~n ~,), 
81: p~= [tan (2~-~) -  tan ~]:  [~an ~-- tan(2~-- ~)]. 
That these ratios shall be equal requires that pl : P2=il : i2, 
or that 
[tan (2~b--a) + tan/3]: [tan/3-- tan (2q~--a)] 
= (tan ¢: -t- tan 2) :  (tan/3-- tan a), 
or that 
2 tan/3 : 2 tan (2~b--~)=2tan/3 : 2tana ; 
from which it follows that 
tan (2~b--a)= tan a. 
But since tan (2Sb--a) may equal tan a either when 2~b-- a= a 
or when 2~b--a-~ 180°+ a~ we have two values for ~b, 
namely ~b-----a nd ~b----90°+a respectively; but of these the 
first alone has any meaning in the case under consideration, 
since, as we see fi'om simple inspection of figure 7, 6 cannot 
have a value greater than a if a reflexion is to be possible. 
Hence the estimate of direction will be unaffected by t/ze ~'e- 
.flexion at a single vertical wall onlj i f  tl~at wall runs parallel 
to the direction of the rays of sound. 
The direct rays reach both ears so long as a ~_ ft. Similarly 
also the indirect rays rei%cted at the wall W will reach both 
ears so long as a n ~ ft. For, since a = % + 2~ as may be seen 
from figure 7~ it follows that a~ < a always ; and hence a~ ~ 
as long as a ~ ft. 
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264 Prof. A. Steinhauser on the Theory 
The rays reflected at the wall W will therefore reach both 
ears so long as this is the case with the direct rays. 
We have then obtained the following measures for reckon- 
ing the rays of sound which reach the left and right pinnm 
respectively :--  
(1) for direct rays, the expressions 
/ s in  (~+8) and ./'sin (8- , , ) ;  
(2) for indirect rays reflected at the wall W, 
/s in [2¢-~+~]  and/sin [ -2¢+~+/3] .  
Consequently we have~ as a measure for the total number of 
rays of sound which reach t e left and right pinna~ respectively~ 
the expressions 
{/s in ( .  + 3) +/sin [2¢-~ + 8] t 
and 
{/sin (3-- a) +/sin [-- 2¢ + ~ + 8] }, 
provided the wall W is regarded as a completely reflecting 
surface. 
Therefore the intensities i~1 and its, with which the sound is 
perceived in the left and right ears respectively in virtue of 
the united direct and indirect actions, will be to one another 
in the ratio of the two expressions just determined, and give 
the following equations :~  
iq ] sin (a +/3) +/sin [2¢--a + ~] 
_ siu (~+/3) + si, [2¢+(8-~) ]  
sin (~-  ~) + sin [(~ + ~) -  2¢1' 
whence 
- -  sin [(~ + 8)--2~b] 
i q -  i,, sin (~ + 3) - sin (8-- ~) + sin [2~ + (/3-- ~)] 
/Ix + i'~ -- sin (~ + 8) + sin (/3--~) + sin [2~b + (8--~)] 
+ sin [(~ +/3) -  2¢] 
2 cos 8 sin a + 2 cos 3 sin (2~,b--~) 
-- 2 sin 3 cos ~ + 2 sin t3 cos (2qb--e) 
_ cos/3[sin a+ sin (2~b--a)'l 
- sin ~[cos ~ + cos (2¢-~)3 
= cotan/3 tan 4) 
tall qb 
-- tan 8 
The direction in which~ then~ the source of sound is esti- 
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of Binaural Audition. 265 
mated is defined by the equation 
2¢ if 
tan £= ~2 tan ~, ~i+'2 
or~ replacing the fraction by its value just found~ 
tan a '= tan ~b. 
And hence it must follow that a '=~,  since the second possible 
value of £,  namely 180 ° + ~b~ is inapplicable to the problem, 
as is readily seen. 
The effect which, in binaural hearing, a completelg reflecting 
vertical wall exercises upon the perception of direction consists 
in this--that he observer of the source of sound see~'s it abvays 
in the direction of the reJtectlng wall, independentlj of the direc- 
tion in which it may be actuall~l situated. 
For example, let the source of sound be estimated to bo 
situated in the line of sight, then must £=0 and also ~b--0. 
This shows that the source of sound will always be estimated 
and sought for in the line of sight if the completely reflecting 
wall runs parallel to this direction. 
Again, let the source of sound be estimated bo lie on tho 
other side of the line of sight to that in which it is really 
situated~ and in a direction making an angle with the line of 
sight equal to that which it really incloses ; then obviously 
£ = -- a and also ~b = -- a. 
Finally, let the wall W so reflect the sound that no illusion 
thereby affects the perception of the direction; then a '= ~ and 
~b =a~ which result coincides with that already found for this 
case. 
:Now imagine in figure 7 an additional second reflecting 
wall W/~ vertically placed, and making with the line of sight 
the angle 95 z, and let us investigate whether this cannot be so 
placed that the power of perceiving the direction will not be 
injuriously affected by a single reflexion of the sound at each 
wall. We should find~ after a rather troublesome process of 
development~ hat the required condition will only be fulfilled 
if 
tan (~b-4- ~bt)=tan 2a, 
which, in consequence of the existing circumstances, can again 
only be true if ~b----~/=~. In that case both walls are paral- 
lel to the direction of the source of sound~ and hardly any re- 
flexion takes place at their surfaces. 
Therefore the percept/on of the direction will be unaffected 5y 
two vertical rej~ecting ualls only when these run parallel to the 
direction of t/~e rays of sound. 
The results developed in the preceding paragraph concern- 
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266 Prof. A. Steinhanser on the Theory 
ing the effects of reflexion on direct binaural hearing may 
possibly not entirely coincide with the phenomena actually 
exhibited, since the very conditions assumed as fundamental 
in the argument are such as cannot in actual practice occur 
all at once. Thus ~he rays of sound which fall upon the sur- 
faces of the two pinnm and upon the reflecting wall were taken 
as parallel to one another. Results obtained upon this as- 
sumption are consequently only. approximately correct when 
the source of sound is remote from the hearer, and when the 
surface (now not necessarily considered "large ") of the wall 
which reflects the rays of sound to the ears lies very near to 
the hearer, since only under these circumstances can the rays 
which strike the pinn~e and also the surface of the wall be re- 
garded as at all nearly parallel. 
Lastly, the reflecting walls rwere assumed to be completely 
reflecting; that is to say, it ~as assumed that the rays falling 
collectively upon the surface of the wall were sent off in 
straight lines parallel to one another. Since this is in actual 
experiment untrue, for the rays of sound suffer a partial dif- 
fusion, as do the rays of light at an imperfectly polished sur- 
face, this circumstance implies a loss of the scattered rays, 
which may be greater or less according to the nature of the 
reflecting surface. 
7. In concluding the subject of direct binaural hearing, we 
have only to add a few words on the perception of the change of 
place of the source of sound by the sensations of sound which 
are experienced when the head is not moved. 
Let us imagine a source of sound which completes a motion 
within the region in which direct binaural hearing can occur, 
and let us inquire whether, and in what way, the nature of the 
motion can be learned from the sensation of sound. We shall, 
on consideration, easily find the answer to this question on 
referring to the theory developed in the preceding pages, as 
follows : -  
The change of place of the source of sound has two conse- 
quences :--  
(1) A change of the direction in which the rays of sound 
reach the ears, and therefore a change in the ratio between 
the intensities il and/2 with which the sound is perceived in 
~he two ears. 
(2) A change in the total intensity (il + :) with which the 
the sound is perceived. 
The latter effect may result partly from a possible change of 
the distance of the source of sound from the observer, and 
partly from the change of the direction of the rays of sound. 
Disregarding the latter circumstance--for, aswill presently 
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of Binaural Audition. 267 
be shown, the change in the total intensity (i 1"-t- i2) caused by 
the change in direction of the rays of sound {s extremely small-LL 
then, by what has preceded, we may conclude from t]~e new 
ratio between the intensities il and is what the new direction 
is in which the source of sound is situated, or, in other words, 
what the motion of the source of sound to right or left may be; 
and we may also conclude by the change of the total inten- 
sity what the change of distance is, or, in other words, what 
the motion of the source of sound backwar& or foru, ards nmy 
be. I t  follozos that eve~'y cl~anye of place o.f a source of sound 
,ituated within the region of direct binau~,al ]~earb~g may be 
known as to its nature by the/~earing of tlte two ears. 
For, to recapi~.ulate, he change of place of the source of 
sound is known m respect of right and left from the new ratio 
i, : i~, and in respect of forward or backward by the new stun 
i~+i~. 
From figure 3 we see that the total number of rays of sound 
reaching both ears may be measured by the length of the 
straight line de. Now this is lo~yest when the direction of 
the rays of sound coincides with the line of sight, indicated 
in figure 8 as $1; but it is shortest when the rays of sound take 
the direction of the line $2 (fig. 8). Hence it follows that 
the ratio between the greates~ and least of the possible values 
of the total intensity, namely Ja:Jt, must be equal to the 
ratio between the straight lines de and g k. But since de=be 
and gk--bv~ we have the proportion 
J ,  : Jz = be. by, 
arj lastly, since by=be, cos ~, 
a~ : J~-  1: cosZ. 
I f  we take for 13 its greatest possible value, namely about 
30 °, in order that the difference between the two members of 
the ratio may become a maximum, it follows that 
Jg : J, = 1 : 0"866, 
whence we infer that the c/range in the total intensity with w/~ich 
a sound is perceived occasioned by a change of the position of 
the source of sound (supposed always to be situated within the 
region of direct binaural hearing) is very small. 
2. The Theory of Indirect Binaural Audition. 
8. If  a source of sound is situated in the region of indirect 
binaural hearing, no ray of sound can reach the surface of 
either of the pinnse directly ; and the sound produced by the 
sonorous body can evoke a sensation, only as the result of 
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268 Pro£ A. Steinhauser on the Tl~eor!/ 
re~exion, provided we neglect he possible conduction of sound 
through solid bodies. 
Whether that operation puts us in a position to form a 
judgment concerning the direction in which the source of 
sound is situated, will be seen from what follows. 
Let A A ~ in figure 9 be the line of sight, fl and f2 the effec- 
tive surfaces of the pinnse for rays of sound turned by re- 
flexion at the surface W from the direction S into the direction 
s, a the angle which the rays of sound make with the line of 
sight before reflexion~ and % the angle they make after re- 
flexion. Then it is readily seen that, since neither of the sur- 
faces of the pinnse can be directly reached by the rays S, the 
hearer will receive an impression identical with that which he 
would receive if the source of sound were situated in front to 
the left in the direction of the reflected rays s. Now it fol- 
lows from figure 9 that 
~=a + 7 and a=~b+7, 
and that 
~=¢- -% and 7=a- -¢ .  
Substituting for 7 its value in the equation a~----~b--~,~ we
have 
or  
That which is heard, therefore, indirectly in the direction 
makes the same impression as that heard directly~ in the direc- 
tion a ; in which case a ,  whose value is dependent on ¢, may 
wit]wut any change of the direction of the rays of sound S~ 
assume an indefinite number of different values, since the po- 
sition of the reflecti,g surfiace may as well be any other than 
it is, or there may be many reflecting surfaces. 
And since, for all remaining directions of rays of sound, the 
effect upon the ear may be radically di]erent according to the 
nature of the surrounding reflecting surfaces, no conclusion can 
be drawn from t]ds effect as to the direction in which the source 
of sound is situated : indeed it raises very illusory suggestions; 
for we suppose the source of sound to be in a particular direction 
in front in the region of direct binaural hearing, whereas it is 
situated behind in the region of indirect hearing. 
These illusions of the source of sound being apparently 
situated behind instead of before, do not appear always, nor 
even very frequently, and may seem quite different in different 
cases, as is proved both by the sensations which at almost every 
moment impress themselves upon the attentive observer and 
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of Binaural Audition. 269 
by experiments which may be vcry readily made with respect 
to this point. 
The cause of this, however, lies in the particular circum- 
stances which unconsciously influence the estimate of the di- 
rection. The most important of these circumstances are:- -  
(1) Trains of t]wug]tt suggesting a certain direction as 
being that in which a source of sound is constantly situated. 
To give one single example :--Suppose while walking along 
a road a person hears himself called by namej he will most 
naturally conjecture that the person calling is behind him ; and 
conjectures thus, not only for the reason that he does not see 
the speaker ifl front of him, but also specially because the very 
purpose of so calling is usually to bring to a standstill the 
person called, so that he may be more easily overtaken. 
(2) A certain indistinctness which generally characterizes 
the indirect perceptions of sound. This arises from the cir- 
cumstance that the indirect sensations of sound are nothing 
less than a whole series of echoes following one another, and 
more or less running into one another, producing a lengthen- 
ing-out of every single element of sound, so that the last 
echoes of one element of a sound may coincide with the first 
echoes of the element immediately following it. 
Thus, for example, in hearing sounds which come from 
behind upon an open plain, as in figure 10, the sound of the 
voice of the speaker S (the arrows indicate the line of sight) 
can only reach the hearer H by reflexion at the surface of the 
earth, which is never perfectly level. Hence a sound of in- 
finitely short duration proceeding from S will be drawn out 
to a considerable l ngth, since the rays of sound reflected from 
the more distant points of the earth's surface do not arrive 
simultaneously but reach the hearer in rapid succession. 
Now it may happen that either, as is the case when the 
earth has an equably rough surface, the later echoes are weaker~ 
or, as when there are reflecting surfaces, such as hills orhouses 
present~ the later echoes are stronger than those which precede 
~sheIn. 
The total impression of an indirectly perceived momentary 
sound, such as a crack, will in the former case be a dying out 
or ceasing to sound~ in the latter case an irregular decreasing 
and swelling again with a rolling effect. 
This last phenomenon is perceived when thunder is heard, in 
which all the sudden claps occurring during the progress of a 
prolonged peal imply each a reflecting surface such as a moun- 
tain~ causing great ~-olumes of sound simultaneously reflected 
to arrive at certain irregular intervals. Similar phenomena 
occur also after the firing of a cannon in a mountainous neigh- 
bourhood. 
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270 Prof. A. Steinhauser on the Theory 
From what has been said, it might readily be imagined that 
a direct perception of sound can be discriminated from an in- 
direct one more readily in the cases where the sound produced 
by the sonorous body is a familiar one. 
Thus, for example, by the action of an echo, the familiar 
voice of a friend, or the familiar roll of a waggon, with the 
regular framp of its horses, will suffer a certain indefinable 
change scarcely consciously perceived, from which we shall 
conclude, either from experience or conjecture, that the source 
of sound is situated in the region of indirect binaural hearing~ 
and therefore behind us. 
This discrimination becomes far more difficult" or even im- 
possible if the source of sound and its varying tones be un- 
familiar; for if the sound be of a uniform character, such as 
the tone of an organ-pipe, the buzzing of an insect, the various 
elements of sound which by their united combination would 
produce choes occur at different times, and hence can exert 
no such destructive effect on the character of the sound. But 
discrimiriation is most difficult of all when the sound is of an 
undecided orirregular nature, in which the separate elementary 
sounds burst forth one after the other, as, for exampl% in 
the sound of cattle-bells. 
As there are no other circumstances of any importance be- 
sides those which have been adduced that aid in the percep- 
tion of the direction in which a source of sound is situated~ 
and as these moreover afford no exact estimate of the direction~ 
we conclude that in the most favourable cases we are only in the 
position to decide that the source of sound is situated in the 
region of indirect binaural ]tearing. 
I f  we would determine with any degree of exactness the 
direction in which the source of sound is situated in such a 
case, we must, as figure 11 shows, place before the ears fl  and 
f2~ and parallel to them the planes hi and h~ ; for these planes 
would reflect he rays arriving in the direction S so as to pro- 
duce an impression which would coincide with that which 
would be produced by a source of sound situated in the reversed 
direction, S. 
9. As already previously remarked, direct sensations of 
sound almost never occur without some admixture of indirect 
sensations. 
It might therefore lie contended that what has been said 
about he indirect perception of sounds might also be equally 
applied to their direct perception, and that consequently the 
alleged distinction between th  two series of perceptions was 
no distinction at all. This objection may be met as follows : -  
Suppose two sounds produced simultaneously at two diffe- 
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of Binaural Audition. 271 
rent points~ but such fllat their respective "timbres" or cha- 
racters are somewhat different. We find by experience that 
the single ear does not sum up the impressions received from 
the two sources, but that the conceptions evoked by the ira- 
pressions received in the ears froln the one source of sound are 
~w~e crate from those e~'oked by the corresponding impressions 
received from the other source of sound, so that the presence 
of two separate sources of sound is known right well. 
This severing of the separate perceptions of sound becomes, 
however, more difficult the more nearly the sources of sound 
resemble one another. 
But that the ear is accustomed to such an analysis of the 
sensations~ and that its analyzing-power may be whetted by 
practice, is proved by the power acquired by the conductor of 
an orchestr% who simultaneously follows the sounds of every 
separate instrument. Again~ imagin% as in figure 12, that 
there is but one source of' sound S, but that~ in consequence of 
reflexion at the wall W, indirect rays of sound also reach the 
ears. Then the united effect of these direct and indirect rays 
is obviously equivalen~ to that which would be produced by 
two sources of sound~ one situated at S~ the other at $1. 
But the ear, b~j greater attenticeness and I)ractice~ resolves 
tltese two sounds, wltlch apparentl?/ proceed from two se2arate 
sources, and wltich reach it in quiclc s~wcession, a d in resolving 
them allows itself to be led to jbr~J~ a perception of tile direction 
by tlte direct effect alone, passing tl, e indirect effect by unnoticed. 
If, on the contrary, this analysis is not achieved, by reason 
of want of attention or of practice, or in consequence of defec- 
t~ive knowledge as to the finer characteristics of the direct 
sound (which an echo never completely repeats, and in con- 
sequence of which singular changes in the tone of the echo 
may be noticed), then acoustic illusions may occur, several 
examples of which have been already mentioned in the pre- 
ceding paragraphs. 
The ear, however, is no mere physical ,lpparatus~ but a sen- 
sitive organ of mind capable of being trained. 
3. Tl~eo~ T of Jfixed Binaural Audition 
10. If a source of sound is situated in the region of mixed 
binaural hearing, theu~ as is kuown~ the direct rays of sound 
can reach only one of the two pilmw~ while botlt may be reached 
by the indirect rays. 
Accordingly let il be the intensity with which the direct 
rays of sound affect (say) the left ear, and Pl the incremen~ 
of that intensity due to the effect of reflexion. Let p~ be the 
intensity of the sensation in the right ear~ and due to the re- 
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272 Prof. A. Steinhauser on the Theory 
flexion alone. Then following the assumptions previously 
made, on summing up the indirect and direct effects~ we ob- 
tain from equation (3)~ 
tan a=/1 +pl--p2ta n fl ; 
il + P1 + P~ 
and hence by calculation we can find the angle within the 
region of direct binaural hearing in which the source of sound 
is erroneously imagined to lie. 
The angle a becomes equal to the angle /3 when pl and p~ 
become simultaneously zero, or indeed when p2=0, which 
may be stated as fb]lows : - - I f  a source of sound be situated in 
the region of mixed binaural hearing, we seek it alwa!]s in front 
of us~ and in tl~e direction of a line drawn through the surface 
of the pinna on which the direct rays do not fall, provided 
either that the indirect rays are of null intensity~ or that they 
~'each the other pinna only. 
Again, if the indirect effects were known as such, and were 
separated from the direct effects~ as occurs already in the theory 
of indirect binaural audition~ a means of making an exact 
estimate of the direction of a source of sound would still be 
wanting ; but still it is possible by experience to perceive that 
the source of sound is situated in one of the two regions of mixed 
hearing, from the circumstance that only one ear is reached by 
direct rays, and the other is reached by none but indirect rays. 
It is sitnated~ therefore, in the region of mixed hearing~ 
respectively on the left and right sides~ when direct rays enter 
only the left ear or only the right oar, and when none but in- 
direct rays enter the left ear or the right ear respectively. 
Moreover~ in the case of mixed binaural hearing, it is pos- 
sible to determine the region only~ but not the direction~ in 
which the source of sound is situated. 
CONCLUDING I~ElgARKS. 
11. In order to facilitate a survey of the more essential 
results of the foregoing theory of binaural audition, they are 
recapitulated and briefly set forth in the follo~ ing paragraphs. 
The whole 360 ° of the region of binaural hearing divides 
itself into three portions :--in front, the region of direct hear- 
ing ; at the two sides, the regions of mixed hearing ; and at the 
back, the region of indirect hearing. 
Under favourable circumstances, and without moving the 
head, we are, in consequence of our binaural hearing, able to 
decide from the sensations of sound in which region of hearing 
the source of sound is situated. 
And exact knowledge of the direction in which the source 
of sound is situated~ and an estimate of any motion executed 
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of Binaural Audition. 273 
by it. are only possible so long as the source of sound remains 
inthe region'of direct binaural hearing. 
If, on the other hand, the source of sound is situated either 
in the region of indirect or in that of mixed binaural hearing~ 
we may arrive at an exact knowledge of the direction in which 
it is situated by turning the head while we seek to bring the 
source of sound :--  
(1) Into the region of direct hearing, and preferably into 
the direction of best binaural hearing. 
(2) Onto the boundary of two neighbouring regions of 
hearing. Since the direction of this boundary is known to 
each individual, the direction of the source of sound when 
brought into coincidence with this direction is also known. 
This auxiliary nleans offers in many cases the advantage that 
it only requires a slight movement of the head. If, for ex- 
ample, the source of sound be in the region of indirect hear- 
ing, a very slight movement of the head suffices to bring it 
onto the boundary between the regions of indirect and of 
mixed hearing. 
(3) Into the known direction of best monaural hearing. 
This happens when in doubtful cases we wish to decide 
whether the source of sound is situated in front or behind. 
For if we turn the head about a vertical axis, according as the 
source of sound is situated before or behind, the intensity of
the sound will increase in the ear that is turned forward or 
backward respectively, since by the movement of the head the 
source of sound is brought more nearly or even quite into the 
direction of best hearing for one of the two ears. 
As may also be deduced from the preceding theory, the 
angle ~ ~Thich the surfaces of the pinnm make with the line of 
sight, may, in certain circmnstances, exercise no inconsiderable 
influence upon binaural hearing. Since this angle is not 
always alike in different individuals, but may differ within 
certain tolerably wide limits, the consequences which the large- 
ness or smallness of that angle may involve, are here summa- 
rily enumerated. 
For, in accordance with the preceding theory, the larger 
the angle/3 is, 
(1) the wider will be the region of direct binaural hearing, 
(2) the smaller will be the regmn of mixed binaural hearing, 
(3) ~he better and more distinct will hearing be in the line 
of sight, 
(4) the larger will be the region of indirect binaural hearing~ 
(5) the less certain will be the estimation of direction in the 
region of direct binaural hearing, and, lastly, 
(6) the greater will be~ the possible difference in the total 
~hil. Mug. S. 5. Vol. 7. No. 43. Aloril 1879. Y 
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974 Mr. 17. D. C. Hedges on a 
intensity with which a sound is perceived for the various 
positions of the head. 
The circumstances adduced in the first three points may be 
regarded as the advantages, those in the last three as the dis- 
advantages entailed by relatively increasing the value of the 
angle ft. 
12. In conclusion let us finally draw attention to the fac~ 
that estimates of direction may be made in many cases in 
which, according to the preceding theory~ the faculty of so 
doing is strictly wanting to the organs of hearing. Without 
entering further upon the circumstances involved b) this ap- 
parent difficulty, be it simply remarked that often the mos~ 
inconsiderable and apparently unimportant things are accus- 
tomed to suggest a particular position as that of the spot in 
which the source of sound is situated, so that then this power 
of finding the direction is falsely ascribed to the ear. 
Just in this manner, as estimations of depth or distance 
can theoretically be made by one eye in a very defective way 
only, and yet are again and again easily made owing to mani- 
fold circumstances which stand in no direct connexion what- 
ever with the faculty of adjustment of the eye, so also estima- 
tions of direction of sounds are made by the aid of other cir- 
cumstances without recourse to the particular faculties of the 
ear. 
Moreover, the more excitable the imagination of man is, 
the more easily will he see and hear things at  place where 
really there is no~hing to see and nothing to hear. 
XLI I I .  On a new Absolute Galvanometer. B~/ l~. D. C. 
ttODGES, Assistant in t],e P]~z/sical JLaborator~/ of Harvard 
College, Ca~nbridge, Mass.* 
I N the ordinary form of galvanometer the current is mea- sured by the ratio of the force it exerts on the needle to 
the directive force of the earth, the ratio being determined by 
a measurement of the angle of deflection. 
The moment of the force with which a unit current acts on 
the needle may be expressed in a series of the form 
G~gl sin 0 + G~g2 sin 8QI2(0) + &c. (Maxwell, § 109). 
G1, G: are constants depending on the dimensions of the coil~ 
and gl, g~ on those of the suspended apparatus, coil or mag- 
net, as the case may be. Q'~(t?), Q'3(0) are quantities which 
may vary with the deflections. 
0nly in case all the terms after the first may be neglected 
Communicated bythe Author. 
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